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INTRODUCTION
On January 17th, a Community Dialogue was scheduled to present a series of elementary boundary options to the community. This meeting was
cancelled due to poor weather conditions. A new timeline was proposed in order to solicit additional community feedback, and the Community
Dialogue was rescheduled to March 28th. The steering committee took the results from the first report and decided to bring four options back to
the community for feedback. Two of these options were taken directly from the preliminary options– these are Option A (previously Option 3),
and Option B (previously Option 4a). Two new options were created based on feedback from the first community survey, Options C and D. This
report contains the results for the March 28th meeting.

In total, 533 community members completed the final options survey. The following pages show the results of said survey.
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40. Demographic Results

OPTION A
Please indicate your level of support for Option A independent from all other options.
- B

- B

TALLEY ST

FA E

Option A

Option A
Very Supportive
Supportive
Neutral
Moderately Unsupportive
Very Unsupportive

94
99
54
65
84

94
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10%

99

20%

Very Supportive

3

30%
Supportive

54

40%
Neutral

50%

65

60%

70%

Moderately Unsupportive

84

80%

90%

100%

Very Unsupportive

OPTION B
Please indicate your level of support for Option B independent from all other options.
- B

- B

Option 4a

Enrollment (SY1617 EP Report) K-2 & 3-5

Capacity

Utilization (SY1617 EP Report) K-2 & 3-5

CURRENT

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

CURRENT

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

CURRENT 2018-19
2019-20
2020-21
+ or - seats + or - seats + or - seats + or - seats

Lower Elementary Schools

FA E
TALLEY ST

Clairemont

334

350

312

232

237

105%

93%

69%

71%

-16

22

102

Glennwood

293

313

327

250

256

107%

112%

85%

87%

-20

-34

43

97
37

Oakhurst

418

506

538

439

450

121%

129%

105%

108%

-88

-120

-21

-32

Westchester

272

306

332

257

263

113%

122%

94%

97%

-34

-60

15

9

Winnona Park

293

459

431

305

312

157%

147%

104%

106%

-166

-138

-12

-19

TOTAL

1610

1934

1940

1483

1518

120%

120%

92%

94%

-324

-330

127

92
-102

Upper Elementary Schools
FAVE

661

949

957

737

763

144%

145%

111%

115%

-288

-296

-76

Talley St.

750

-

-

789

817

-

-

105%

109%

-

-

-39

-67

TOTAL

1411

949

957

1526

1580

144%

145%

108%

112%

-288

-296

-115

-169

Option B

Option B
Very Supportive
Supportive
Neutral
Moderately Unsupportive
Very Unsupportive

70
72
46
63
131

70

0%

10%

72

20%

Very Supportive

4

30%

Supportive

46

40%

Neutral

63

50%

60%

131

70%

Moderately Unsupportive

80%

90%

100%

Very Unsupportive

OPTION C
Please indicate your level of support for Option C independent from all other options.
- B

- B

TALLEY ST

FA E

Option C

Option C
Very Supportive
Supportive
Neutral
Moderately Unsupportive
Very Unsupportive

145
98
52
37
36
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30%
Supportive

40%
Neutral

50%
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60%

70%
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37

80%

36

90%
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Very Unsupportive

OPTION D
Please indicate your level of support for Option D independent from all other options.
- B

- B

TALLEY ST

FA E

Option D

Option D
Very Supportive
Supportive
Neutral
Moderately Unsupportive
Very Unsupportive

56
100
78
55
74

56

0%

10%

100

20%

Very Supportive
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30%
Supportive

78

40%
Neutral

50%

55

60%

70%

Moderately Unsupportive

74

80%

90%

100%

Very Unsupportive

PREFERRED OPTION
Please indicate your most preferred option. Select only one.

Perferred Option
Option A
Option B
Option C
Option D
Other/Combination

Preferred Option
90
75
114
31
2

0
Option A
Option B
Option C
Option D
Other/Combination
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PREFERRED OPTION
Please indicate your most preferred option. Select only one.
Oth /C mb

t

:

•

One that balances the lower elementaries. It is okay to split schools when
moving on. Kids will still have friends there and it is a good opportunity to
make new friends too.

•

One that prioritizes class size rather than walkability. One that does not
underutilize any buildings.

•

Option A with the lower portion remaining at WPES to better balance
attendance at Oakhurst and Winnona

•

A combo of B and C/D

•

All seem OK

•

Any option that does not overutilize one elementary school like these do.

•

B and C

•

C and D

•

C or D (2)

•

C; but supportive of all more than prior options: C>B>D>A only if adjusted
•
per below comment

•

Every option has Clairemont under-utilized and Oakhurst over-utilized.
•
That's the obvious biggest challenge I see that needs to be corrected. Yes,
Oakhurst and Winona Park are amazing schools, but sending our children
•
to a school that is over capacity is a disservice to them.

•

Every single plan has Oakhurst Elementary “overutilized.” (What is this?
Orwell’s _1984_? Use words that accurately and plainly represent reality. •
“OVERCROWDED” is what you mean. This is wrong. There must be a
better. At least offer balanced risks.

•

I really can't decide. My main concern is not overcrowding Talley because
there is no good space for trailers.

•

I wish there could be a way to have more diversity of income spread more
equally among Talley and Fave. At this time all DHA children would be at
Talley and that may cause inequities between the two schools.

•

If we’re going to make changes we should get them right and do our best to
evenly allocate people with each schools capacity

•

Need a solution that will not make Oakhurst over filled

•

North of tracks go to Talley, south of tracks go to FAVE

•

Oakhurst and Clairemont to FAVE. Remainder to Talley Street

8

•

Option C, but with the dividing line shifted slightly to the east so that WP
splits a little more evenly
Pick the option that most evenly divides us economically so that the
economic make up of both schools is even. Options b-d are all ok.
The elementary schools lines for Clairemont and Oakhurst should be
redrawn for more equal utilization
Why aren't we considering adding space to existing schools that have
continuous overcrowding? For example, why aren't there options to add
wings of classrooms to Oakhurst Elementary and Winnona Park
Elementary? And why do none of these options address the incredibly low
utilization at Clairemont Elementary compared to the other K-2 schools?
Also, if Talley street is still being designed/constructed and it is already
projected to be over capacity in several of these options, wouldn't now be
the time to adjust the designs to add more classroom space?

Why not split Upper Elem north/south to reduce bottlenecks of traffic at
railroad crossings?

OPTIONS COMPARISON

Options Comparison
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2 schools are still projected to be in the red

•

A 24/76% split of Winonna park is strange

•

•

Allowing some WPES students to attend FAVE instead of Talley is •
preferable than other alternatives since those students would live close to •
FAVE
•
Anything but plan B.

•

Best option for our family

•

Best option for walking. That's a really important factor in Decatur.

•

Best option. The shift of kids going to Glenwood is good. Safe and walkable •
option. Well done.
•
Biggest bonus: only one lower elementary at over capacity. Negative- kids •
that have to move schools. Can the kids who were in K-1 in the year before •
move have option to stay at school they started at? Some families with kids
•
starting K in the new configuration year will likely opt to move existing kid
to new school to match the Kindergarten student, so not all will opt to
•
stay...
•
By 2020, you have 2 schools in the red zone. This is unacceptable.

•
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•

Clairemont significantly under utilized. Improvement on utilization for all
other schools.

•

Clean split. The shift within Winona is close to FAVE and seems to make
sense, allowing more kids to walk.

24% that goes to FAVE would be split up a lot from their student group
•

•

Dislike the disproportionality
Do not like the split of WP elementary students.
Does not solve overcrowding at all K-2 schools, e.g. Oakhurst
Does not split Clairemont. Happy with either 3-5, but would prefer not to
split any of the lower schools.
Doesn't make sense to move Winnona students to Oakhurst when Oakhurst
is most overutilized.
Doesn't move current families
Don’t like kids having to cross the tracks to go to school
Don’t like that the elementary school boundaries are affected
Don't like lines for the lower elementary schools
Don't like re-shifting of K-2 schools or splitting of WP, but does seem good
in terms of utilization. Concerned about diversity imbalance.
Easier walk for my child for upper elementary
Even though this option would entail moving some lower ES student
across the tracks, it still keeps the most balance in those schools. It's not
really ideal for a balanced feeder split, though.

•

•

Decreases walkability for my family

•

Every option has Clairemont under-utilized and Oakhurst over-utilized.
That's the obvious biggest challenge I see that needs to be corrected. Yes,
Oakhurst and Winona Park are amazing schools, but sending our children
to a school that is over capacity is a disservice to them.

DHA will go to Talley and with all of the talk about equity we cannot have •
these students (and the others!) with a school that is over capacity when the
doors open. We need to make sure these children have access to the best
•
space, teacher/class ratios, reduced stress environment, etc. This scenario
•
already starts out the new school in an overcrowded position.

FAVE is too far away from Westchester Elementary and WE should be at
Talley Street because it's much more accessible.

•

Dislike split of WP, over- and under-utilization at elementary level and
•
imbalanced utilization at upper elementary.

•

Dislike that Clairemont is underutilized. Concern that we are already
•
overutilized at Fave and Talley.
•
Dislike that there is not much continuity for students going from WP....the

•
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Feeder split at WPES is a concern.
Feeder split very unfair to WPES students while other schools split
unevenly!
Future loads are still high for Oakhurst and FAVE. We need to find a better
overcrowding solution
Glenwood would likely be overcrowded.
Great walkability at 3-5 but Talley is projected over 115 in 2 years so this is
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students who would be moved from WPES to Glennwood lose walkability.

•

Hate to see any elementary split

•

Helps Winona Park at expense of Oakhurst without balancing numbers at
•
upper elementaries.

•

•

High utilization of Talley Street

•

I am glad that my kids will stay at Clairemont for K-2.

•

I am in the small section being moved to Oakhurst, and do not want to see
that change. I also disagree with a divide of one of the lower elementary
that has anything more discordant than 60/40. 25% is too few familiar faces
•
for those WP students going to a "new" group of students.
I dislike making lower ES students cross the tracks and continued •
imbalance at upper elementary level.

•

I dislike that the lower and upper Elementary schools are unbalanced.

•

I do not like moving the lowers elementary boundaries. And the upper
elementary schools are not balanced.

•

I do not like that Oakhurst ES continues to be way above maximum
•
capacity.

•
•

I do not like this option as it splits elementary boundaries as well as feeder
•
school.
•
I do not support splitting WPES

•

I don’t like splitting up Winnona Park kids in grades k-5

•

I don’t like the changing of the area near Talley street to move into
•
Glennwood

•

I don’t love moving boundaries for lower elementary and the utilization is
•
less ideal.

•

I don't like splitting up the Lower ES schools. I think this would hurt those
students involved for several years since they would have to switch schools
•
several times in a short time span.

•

I don't like that every single option has Oakhurst Elementary (and usually
Winonna Park) as over-utilized. It makes no sense to zone knowing this.

•

I don't like that it overcrowds Talley so much. There is no space for trailers
at Talley; FAVE can handle trailers as there are 10 there right now. Also, the

11
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•

I don't like that Talley is projected at 118% already - that's out proportioned
to FAVE utilization.
I don't like that the students at our school, Winnona Park, will be split up,
although I realize this has to happen to one of the schools. On a family
level, my concern is the distance to Talley. At an age when I would
normally encourage more independence, I won't be comfortable letting my
children walk that distance. Assuming there will be other families on the
south end of Candler who feel the same, it will mean more car/bus traffic.
I don't like that the utilization at upper ES is still so imbalanced by 2020
I don't like the imbalance at the upper elementary schools. Plus, I worry
that it creates difficulty for the schools to have all public housing students
at one school.
I don't particularly think the Winnona people who would move to
Glenwood are going to love this. It's not my favorite option, but it's not
bad.
I feel like this one splits students the least but I am worried about over
utilization at Oakhurst
I like it but it does not balance the levels at the upper school.
I like more walkability and the fewer disruptions of lower elementary
schools. I think we need to worry a little more about utilization of
Oakhurst.
I like that it helps the overutilization of Winnona Park but it doesn’t help
Oakhurst
I like that it preserves walkability and minimizes the movement of students
at the ES level, but dislike the level of imbalance in utilization, especially at
the upper ES level.
I like that kids south of college heights ECLC would have walkable
elementary schools despite College Heights not being in the mix. The kids
near College Heights would no longer have to travel down/across Candler
to get to their old lower elementary (Winnona Park), but would move to
Oakhurst. These kids would also be able to continue walking to their upper
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elementary (FAVE), rather than being shifted to the distant upper •
elementary (Talley St)

I would be split from WP because I'm in the MAK but I'm ok with that
since my kids like to walk to FAVE and that's more important!!!

•

I like that neighborhood communities stay in tact and the ones that do •
move are okay with the move because it is more walkable for them. I don't
like that a small portion of WP gets moved over the tracks to GP

•

I like that only one K-2 school is overutilized and there is walkability for
most 3-5

•

I like that student don’t have to cross McDonough at the busier sections
(around College Ave). I’d rather have them walk through neighborhoods, •
not busy intersections.
I like that the Oakview houses on the south side just west of Oakview and •

If the lower portion of Winona Park had not been moved to Oakhurst, this
would have been my favorite option. It would have balanced some of lower
elementary school overcrowding by sending some kids to Glenwood where
there is excess capacity. As it is though, by shifting that lower portion to
Oakhurst, it further overcrowds Oakhurst. I don’t know why that was
done.

•

Adams map to fave
•

•

If walkability is a key factor (and looks like it is), then this is the best
option.
Imbalance at upper and lower elementary, WPES split.
It appears to bring more students into Oakhurst Elementary.

I like that the only school that will be broken up is Winnona Park because •
there are residents in the Winnona Park district that would be closer to •
FAVE. It makes the sense to zone those residents for the school that is •
closer.

It is brave enough to “jump the tracks” to address lower ES imbalances.

•

I like that walkability has been maintained and that even though WPE has a •
feeder split, those children will be able to walk to FAVE.

•

I like the fact that this maximizes walkability for both upper and lower ES

It seems like the plan would be putting two of the perceived more unstable
and socioeconomically diverse schools together (Oakhurst and west
Chester).

•

I like the walkability but I don't like that Oakhurst is overcrowded.

•

•

I live in the MAK district. Walkability to lower and upper elementary
schools is preserved in this option--which is preferable to me.

It would be tough to separate children at Winnona Park who have gone
through 2 grades together into separate 3-5 schools when they live in the
same neighborhood.

•

I prefer the lower schools not redistricting though I understand the need •
not to have overcrowded schools.

•

I strongly support this one. This makes the most sense in terms of
walkability/safety, as least in terms of the percentage for upper ES. It would
mean that my kid has to switch lower ES but that's fine for walkability.
Also, it seems misleading to say that Talley St. will be over utilized since it
hasn't even been built. Build to accommodate a growing capacity.

It would make more sense for dividing line for moving WPS students at
LES level to be Commerce rather than the triangle nook of S Columbia. All
children in that small triangle between S Columbia and Commerce could
walk to WPS without crossing a busy street, vs children having to cross the
busy part of S Columbia or Commerce (if coming from E Decatur Station)
or these children on the other side of S Columbia having to cross College to
get to Glennwood.

•

I think there are enough other viable options where no kids would have to •
be moved from their existing schools before the 3rd grade move to either
Talley or Fave. That is my main reason for not favoring option a.
•
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It keeps the elementary schools together

It maintains walkability and keeps neighborhood together while
minimizing crossing tracks

Just a personal reason. My daughter may end up at Glenwood so this is
what I would prefer.
Just what you said: Maximizes walkability at upper elementary level
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•

Keep the lower ES as in tact as possible

significant disadvantage when re-integrating into a new peer group.

•

Large under-utilization of Clairemont and over-utilization at Oakhurst. I do •
like the shift of a portion of WP students to Glennwood to relieve •
overcrowding at WP.
•
Least disruptive
•

Need to ensure there is diversity at all schools

Least disruptive to current schools.

Not practical for walkability. A lot of family walkers that would have a
challenging walk with commuting to Glenwood south of College Avenue

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
Like that you are focused on maintaining walkability for most. What other
measures could be considered to ease over utilization of Oakhurst? Do we •
know where future growth will come from? Presumably on the Oakhurst
side of the tracks but perhaps that's a wrong assumption by me.
•
Like the feeder set but very concerned that Talley would be over capacity in
•
it's 2nd year opening
Like the walkability % at upper elementary level. Feel like if one of the
•
feeder schools has to be split - it should be so that those kids can walk to
•
the 3-5 school. (i.e. Better to split WP than CL)
•
Likes: Maintains walkability for lots of people Dislikes: utilization
•
imbalances

Neutral
Not a fan of splitting Winnona Park in half
Not enough capacity at Talley Street for projected enrollment

Not sure what moving the two areas for lower elementary really
accomplishes.
Oakhurst #s
Oakhurst and FAVE are still red and that's where there will potentially
continue to be the most children
Oakhurst elementary remains too crowded
Oakhurst is already overcrowded
Oakhurst is already very full and does not need a larger attendance zone.
Oakhurst is over full

•

Oakhurst is over utilized.
Oakhurst is too crowded!

•

Maintaining neighborhoods and not overcrowding any one school. If OES •
•
is going to be overcrowded, why are you pulling in WPES kids?
•
Maintains walk ability for college heights neighborhood.

•

MAK neighborhood stays at FAVE

•

Makes the most sense. Feeder is minimal.

•

Maximized walkability!!

•

McClean St is part of the Oakhurst community, so moving us to Oakhurst
elementary makes sense. we are also .6 miles from Fave......moving us to
Talley St. Does not work

•

Most change to current zoning. Kids in lower elementary would have to
cross RR tracks.

•

My child would go to Winonna park for k-2, and then FAVE for 3-5,
•
leaving almost all of his classmates and friends behind. There would be
almost no continuity of social relationships, I believe placing them at

•
•

13

Looks very walkable

Oakhurst overcrowding is unacceptable.
Oakhurst seems to be too over utilized while Clairemont is very much
under utilized

•

Option A has no redeeming qualities. Splitting Winnona Park in the K-2
years, and sending a good portion to an already overburdened Oakhurst, is
silly. Even sillier is splitting off the other part to Glenwood, given the
nominal number of kids in that area. Option A results in a highly
overburdened Oakhurst, at the expense of an underutilized Winnona Park.

•

Option A relieves burden at Winnona Park at significant expense of
Oakhurst, our school. Doesn’t help significantly with balance at Fave and
Talley.
Option A splits up my current children's school (Winnona Park). It results
in my kids going to FAVE. The big positive is walk-ability for us to FAVE.
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•

over utilization at Talley by 2020

The K-2 should be more balanced. In this option Oakhurst is still over
utilized while other remain under utilized

•

Overpopulates my child's elementary school to make feeder splits at other •
schools - this doesn't make sense to me. Feeder splits less important than
overcrowding
Please consider impacting more than 3% at the lower ES level so that •

The one major shift in this makes sense for walkability, which is also
preserved well in this option. Ultimately, this is the safest option and helps
keep Decatur communities together.

•

Over crowding in elementary is a bad idea.

•

Oakhurst does not continue to be over-utilized and we don't have such an
imbalance at the upper elementary level. In other words, even it out.
•

Racial and SES balance between FAVE and Talley seem uneven...

•

Safe. Walkable.

•

Safest, least disruptive option

•

School splits not proportional

•

Seems to make the most sense for safety and walkability. It also has the
least changes in districting.

•

Sending folks from the Westchester/western side of Decatur to the exact
opposite side doesn't make sense.

•

Small movement of kids at lower elementary level. It also allows for kids to
walk. I feel like it may increase income and racial segregation though.

The only part I don't understand is why the southern section near college
heights (where I live) would move from WP to Oakhurst if Oakhurst ends
up more overcrowded this way. I would prefer to stay at WP and go to
FAVE

•

The projection of overutilization in several schools causes the most concern
with this option.

•

The split of Talley & Fave decreases diversity in the Fave sector

•

•

Some of the elementary schools seem too overcrowded while others are
underused.

The very significant imbalance in utilization at the upper elementary level
schools is to Talley unacceptable -dislike the disproportionate feeder split
to Winnona Park families (unfair to have such a small number of kids sent
to upper elementary without any of their elementary school friends/
community) -dislike sending lower elementary school students in Winnona
Park to Glenwood, requiring them to cross train tracks when Winnona Park
is in many of these families' backyards (these families lose their walkability
and add unnecessary traffic in already high density traffic area) -very much
dislike how much Oakhurst is overutilized in this option

•

Some Winnona Par resident may not like shifting schools but I see why this •
option is viable because Winnona Park is overloaded.

•

Splitting up WP

•

Splitting Winnona park students is not ideal, don't like over utilization of
Oakhurst

There seems to be a lack of utilization of Clairemont. The people in the
Southwest area of the Glennwood area could easily be moved to
Clairemont. If you look at Clairemont, Westchester and Glennwood as
columned zones, the southwest current zone of Glennwood is already in
the Clairemont zone.

•

Students who could previously walk to WPES would have to move to GES. •
Both in terms of distance and the route over the train tracks, walkability
would be eliminated for these students. Also prefer an option that balances •
upper elementary levels.
•
Talley Utilization in 2020 too high at 115%.

•
•

14

The best choice. Allows more upper ES students to walk than any other
option.

There's a little too great of an imbalance among schools at both levels.
Movement at lower elementary level is not ideal.
This is the most even split for neighbors to stay together.
This is the only option that changes boundaries for K-2. That surprised me
since it seemed like a major concern was the imbalance of enrollments at
the K-2 level. But I am a parent from an under enrolled school, so I am fine
with letting parents from the overenrolled schools take the lead on whether
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•

This is the safest option and way more walkable.

•

This maintains the most walkability of all the options, especially at upper
ES. Walkability is a defining characteristic of Decatur and should be
maintained.

•

This one puts Oakhurst and Talley Stet above max capacity in a few short
years.

•

This option is critical for my family in Oakhurst. Allows us to walk to
•
schools which is huge consideration of why we located here.

•

This option would be fine if that little section of Winnona Park was not
moved to Oakhurst, resulting in major over-utilization of Oakhurst while •
Winnona Park is under capacity. Make this change, and I would be very
•
supportive.
This option would have us driving to Glenwood. Instead of walking to
Winnona Park.

This plan has the highest level of overutilization at the upper level •
elementary schools, and also causes higher overutilization at one of the
•
lower elementaries

•

Too disruptive.

•

Too many boundary changes for the lower elementary schools.

•

TS utilization imbalance

•

Underutilizes Clairemont

•

Upper ES imbalance seems to undermine the point of the restructure.

•

Walkability to 3-5 is most important for us.

•

Walkable

•
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because the upper elem. schools are huge. I would prefer my second child
to have the experience of walking to and from school with neighborhood
friends over going 1.2 mi to Talley on a bus.

•

•
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or not they want to change their boundaries and how. I don't like that this
option leads to Talley having a significantly higher percentage than FAVE
at the 3-5 level.

•

c mm

We have a nine year old who is currently going to Winnona park and will
go to 4th grade at FAVE for the school year of 2018-2019. We like this
option because we live on Oakview Rd., between McKoy and South
McDonough. This option would allow our kid to stay with FAVE for the
year of 2019-2020, instead of having to switch to TALLEY after our kid
already goes to FAVE for one year. We also like this option because it
would be an easy walk for our kid from our house to FAVE.
We live in Winnona park and would like to attend Talley upper elementary
which is right behind our house.
We still end up with overcrowding at Oakhurst and Talley schools with
this plan.
While it's not clear why those two areas are reassigned in this option, the
overall map seems to be less affected in this option. Most of all, walkability
is best in this option.
Why are kids getting moved from Winona to Oakhurst if it’s going to push
Oakhurst over 100%
Why is any school underutilized while another is over utilized? Class size
is more important than walkability.

•

Winnona Park feeder split at upper elementary is terrible -do not like how
imbalanced population is between upper elementary schools -ruins
walkability for many Winnona families by sending them to Glenwood

•

Winter Ave. - no change

•

Would make more sense for lower elementary school/WP split to be on
commerce instead of south Columbia Dr.

•
We are one of the families that will go to WP in this plan and then to FAVE.
I much prefer the walkability of going to FAVE over remaining with the
•
peers from the feeder school. I know from experience (my older son is at
•
FAVE now) that just because you got to the same upper elementary as your
peers from your feeder school does not mean you have them in your class

Would prefer to see a lower portion of Winnona cut rather than the piece
around Talley.
WPES 76%-24% split unusual when others are 100%
You still don't address equity. Looking at the maps, under privileged
children are split between Glennwood and Clairemont and all the
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apartments and more transient students will still be allotted in those
schools, then all placed at Talley. This is a chance to prove you care about
equity and not just talk about it.
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•

A nearly 50-50 split of Clairemont is untenable AND this has the worst
walkability for upper ES of all the options. unacceptable on so many levels.

•

Clairemont families receives absolutely no benefit from this. It separates
out neighborhoods and sends them to the school farthest away.

•

Addresses CSE'S diversity issues by splitting the housing authority
between upper elementary schools -like that there's no movement at the
lower elementary level -better balance at the upper elementary schools

•

•

Again an upper elementary is over capacity at year 2

Clairemont is already a very small school drawing from a very small area
so to split that crew seems a little unfair. The other schools (Oakhurst and
Winonna, in particular) are much larger and draw from a larger area so the
split wont be as drastic

•

Again, don’t like splitting Elementary schools

•

•

Again, even the lower ES populations out, so that we don't have such a
disparity between elementary school populations... Even at the expense of
less walkability.

Clairemont is already so small; further dividing the school to go to 3/4/5
seems unfair. I also don't love that kids who could walk to FAVE now must
be bussed to Talley. That feels like a lot of extra $$$.

•

Clairemont is the smallest school and would be impacted the most by being
split - makes more sense to split the largest school (WP). This has an
imbalance in utilization at upper elementary. Not best outcome for DHA
community.

•

Again, I prefer the lower schools not being redistricted.

•

Again, there is still a school projected to be in the red.

•

Already taking 3rd grade Clairemont ES students and moving them to non•
neighborhood school on other side of railroad tracks. Do not want to see
them further divided between FAVE and Talley.
•
Also does not eliminate overcrowding at all K-2 schools, while Clairemont
utilization is extremely low.

•
•

Although splitting Clairemont is not ideal, this one makes the most sense
geographically for keeping kids close to their neighborhoods

•

Anything but plan B

•

As a parent at Clairemont, I do not think Clairemont students should be
divided!

•

Balanced use of upper elementaries, maintaining walkability for lower
levels are positives; busing needs are the biggest negative.

•
•

Clairemont is too small to split.

•

Concerned that Fave becomes overutilized as is Westchester. Clairemont
still underutilized.

•

Creates more bus riders vs. walkers which is against the goals of the City .

•

Best bonus: that the split feeder school is close to 50/50 split, thereby not
isolating kids from Clairemont at either upper elementary.

Cut off more of the lower portion of Winnona (similar to D) rather than the
area around Talley.

•

Better upper elementary utilization. Dislike imbalance at lower
elementaries.

Cutting Clairemont doesn’t get us much in terms of bussing. These kids
won’t walk to either school so we don’t alleviate transportation.

•

Decreases diversity in Fave sector

•

Decreases walk ability and the community school feeling

•

Decreases walkability for my family

Big split for Clairemont kids

•

Breaks up Clairemont elementary kids
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Clairemont is already too small and a 45/55 split is much too large to send
to the upper elementary schools. The students cannot walk to any upper
elementary school so the fragmentation does not present any benefits in
terms of walkability.

•

•
•

Clairemont significantly under utilized. Improvement on utilization for all
other schools.

•
Busing students takes away from the neighborhood feel we so enjoy in City
•
of Decatur

Dislike lack of walkability
Dislike that students that live within walking distance of F.AVE would be
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bussed to Talley. I think the feeder split here is less of an issue because it
honors neighborhood boundaries, so less likely for students who live right
next to each other to go to different upper ES (some are unavoidable). Like
the balance in utilization at upper ES level.

•

FAVE is over utilized

•

FAVE overcrowding so soon is unacceptable

•

•

Forces college heights neighborhood to be bussed to Talley st instead of
walking to Fave.

Dislike the fact that this plan increases traffic by reducing walkability and
also making several people cross streets. Hands down the worst plan

•

•

Future loads are high for FAVE and you SPLIT Clairemont which I find
ridiculous as a Clairemont Parent.

Dislike the high utilization at Fave, but like that Clairemont split is fairly
equal.

•

Given school locations this makes since.

•

•

Divides Oakhurst among 3-5

•

Do lower elementary schools above capacity necessarily need trailers? Is
there a threshold above capacity that does not require trailers?

Good overall balancing of enrollment, maintains walkability. Wish
something had been done to better balance lower grade enrollment and to
take advantage of the excess capacity in the north side schools. Also is a bit
unbalanced between upper school attendance projections.

•

Do NOT send the MAK to Talley! We all walk to FAVE, it's part of our
culture!!!!

•

Has the least walkability at upper ES and does not address overcrowding
well.

•

Do not split small Clairemont please!

•

•

Doesn't make sense for Clairemont to be so under-utilized and I like a mix
of kids at the upper elementary level that happens before middle school

Have you tried getting from Northside of Decatur to southside during
morning rush?

•

•

Don’t like kids walking across the tracks

Hurts walkability. The only thing okay with this is that the feeder is in the
north where it creates the least disruption.

•

Don’t like that MAK moves to Talley Street due to distance traveled and
traffic pattern

•

•

Don’t like that much of Clairemont Avenue would be split between FAVE
and Talley

I am very unhappy with the feeder split with Clairemont because you are
splitting the smallest school and those children will still need to drive to
FAVE so no additional walkability is created for those kids who will be
split up.

•

Don't agree with sending College Heights residents to Talley St.. This
option significantly reduces walkability for that area of Decatur to the 3-5
grade school kids. In terms of splitting feeders school, this is the most
equitable split with Glenwood being split 45/55.

•

I dislike that the upper elementary schools are unbalanced.

•

I dislike that this option splits Clairemont for 3-5. It makes more sense to
me to split Winona Park since there are some Winona Park students in very
close walking distance to Talley and some in very close walking distance to
FAVE.

•

I do not like splitting Clairemont. It will be a smaller school and there isn’t
really a payoff for them for being split, e.g., no walkability to make up for
it.

•

I do not like splitting Clarirmont which will be the smallest/most under
utilized school and the utilization at the upper level is more unbalanced
than in plans C and D.

•

Don't like that previous walking students would have to be bused.

•

don't want to split siblings and have multiple schools for kids

•

Even out the lower elementary kids so they aren’t over crowded.

•

Every option has Clairemont under-utilized and Oakhurst over-utilized.
That's the obvious biggest challenge I see that needs to be corrected. Yes,
Oakhurst and Winona Park are amazing schools, but sending our children
to a school that is over capacity is a disservice to them.
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I do not like that some students will need to be bused that previously
would have been able to walk. But I do like the options of keeping the
lower elementary population together in the upper elementary.

•

I hate the idea of being bused to Talley when we could easily walk to FAVE

•

I like keeping lower elementary the same. Strongly dislike splitting almost
50/50 Clairemont students every year (already the smallest school numbers
wise) as they progress to upper elementary. And still imbalance in
utilization at upper elementary level.

I don’t like that the Oakview houses on the south side just west of Oakview
and Adams map to Talley which takes away from walkability to a school
on their street
•
I don’t like the cut off on Clairemont rd.
I don’t like the fact that Clairemont Elementary is being split up. The school
is small and the kids would do better if they stick together.
•
I don’t like the split of CES in this option. It is already one of the smaller
school that will be underutilized in all models. It doesn’t make sense to
split those kids apart unnecessarily when it can be done at one of the
schools being over utilized and may not feel the effects as much.

I like that lower elementary boundaries are maintained. Even though
Clairemont will be split, it maintains a balance for upper elementary
schools.
I like that Oakhurst isn't as overcrowded.

•

I like that the 3-5s are balanced in this option.

•

I like that the kids at lower elementary schools are not moved. I also really
like the splits it creates. It feels like a fairer split than option A.

•

I like that the split Lower Elementary going to Upper Elementary is close to
a 50/50 split.

•

I like that the Upper Elementary schools are more balanced. But still there
is underutilization of some schools. Class size is more important than
walkability.

•

I don’t think Clairemont should have to be split when they can’t walk to
both their elementary schools.

•

I don't like splitting up the elementary schools into two upper schools. That
should be limited as much as possible.

•

I don't like that every single option has Oakhurst Elementary (and usually
Winonna Park) as over-utilized. It makes no sense to zone knowing this.

•

I like that this option does not move any students at Elementary level. It
also balances the utilization of the elementary schools.

•

I don't like that it breaks up Clairemont

•

•

I don't like that some of the kids who used to be able to walk to FAVE will
have to be bussed; I also think splitting CL like that without any upside (it's
not like anyone gets more walkability) is not a great option.

I like the fact that the upper elementary schools are balanced -- something
that should be a goal as we are putting children into a new school. Also,
this plan divides children living in public housing, which I think it healthy
for the schools and the children at large.

•

I don't like that this splits a community down the middle. I do like the
numbers with this split

•

•

I don't like the Clairemont feeder split. It wouldn't be walk-able anyway.

•

I don't think splitting Clairemont benefits the majority of students. Those
kids will still have to be bussed to the Upper ES schools. It doesn't increase
walkability.

I like this option the best, because whilst it does create an overutilization
for WP & Oak schools, it has the best feeder split ratio, & maintains
walkability the best for the lower ES grades. I think within a few years, the
underutilization at Clairemont would work itself out.

•

I live in MAK and my children currently walk to FAVE. We would be
unable to walk to Talley St. Prefer an option that leaves MAK at FAVE.

•

I Support this option because it keeps students who have been together for
3 years already together.

•

I think the feeder split of around 50% at Clairemont would be easier on

•
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I hate that this option splits up Clairemont. Clairemont is already the
smallest school and the most underrepresented. You also end up with
FAVE in the red by 2020, and you lose some walkability to FAVE.
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•
•
•

I think Winnona students should have the option of FAVE as it is more
walkable and there's a large section of Winnona that is closer to South
McDonough Street-- not Columbia. S. McDonough, Adams, East Davis etc.
makes no sense to bus to Talley when they could walk to FAVE.
I understand that kids going to WP are closer to Talley st but splitting
Clairemont kids isn’t my favorite. The great part about living in Decatur is
the neighborhood. You are splitting up those kids that have gone up
together.

If we are looking to make improvements we shouldn’t have one school
being underutilized (Clairemont) and two over utilized. It seems like if this
is the ultimate selection it would be primarily as a result of trying to not
rock the boat
I'm certainly biased on this one but it seems that creating feeders in the
northern neighborhoods has less impact since they're all going to be bussed
or driven to upper ES.

•

I'm strongly unsupportive of the CES feeder split and the upper elementary
imbalance. I think there are other options that provide better utilization and
a smoother transition from lower to upper elementary.

•

Improves school diversity (racial/ethnic and economic) at upper
elementaries.
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•

It's good that the students from Winona Park are not broken up but
increases busing

•

Keeps existing school boundaries in check and only affects one school's
feeder pattern.

•

Keeps WP all together. Wish that we went to FAVE because it is more
walkable from our house. Talley Street will not be walkable.

Kids south of College Heights ECLC would NEVER have an opportunity to
walk to an elementary school in grades K-5. Their lower elementary
(Winnona Park) would be over a mile away down and across busy Candler,
and their upper elementary (Talley St) would be almost two miles away
down and across busy Candler (and via the school traffic for Winnona Park
Elementary). These kids should get an opportunity to walk to at least one of
their elementary schools. That should really be the case for ALL kids in
CSD.

•

Like that it maintains elementary boundaries and minimizes feeder splits.

•

Like the more humane feeder split at the upper elementary level -like that
lower elementary walkability remains intact -like that this option doesn't
move anyone at the lower elementary level -like that upper elementary
utilization is balanced -this is the only option that attempts to address
diversity by splitting the housing authority between the two upper
elementary schools

In this scenario the feeder splitting of Clairemont Elementary adds to the
overcrowding at Fave in 20-21. And why would you split such a small
school zone anyway?

•

Instead of walking a 1/3rd of a mile to the 4/5 academy down the street, my
children will now have to be bussed much further away. I strongly do not
•
support this option.
•
It seems Winnona families on the south end of Candler are going to be on
the losing end no matter what. Same concerns as option A. On a family

Kids from Winnona Park that can walk to FAVE now will lose that
capability with this plan. We will have to cross both Candler and Columbia
to get to Talley Street which eliminates walking or riding a bike
independently for our kids.

•

•
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f

level, my concern is the distance to Talley. At an age when I would
normally encourage more independence, I won't be comfortable letting my
children walk that distance. Assuming there will be other families on the
south end of Candler who feel the same, it will mean more car/bus traffic.

I would be very unhappy with splitting up Clairemont each and every year. •
I would rather not split any feeder schools.

•

•

t
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kids because they will have friends at both FAVE and Talley. I also like the
upper elementary distribution with this option.
•

c mm

•

Looks like a very large zone for Talley...here comes overcrowding!
Low walk ability
Lower elementaries unaffected, sufficient balance for Fave and Talley. Most
significantly: may allow for more diversity at upper elementaries, since
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DHA neighborhoods each go to different ones.
•

Maybe the numbers make sense but the feeder seems odd and at the
expense of safety and walkability.

•

McClean street family won’t be able to walk to Talley street

•

More equitable split of children from Clairemont elementary feeding into 35 schools.

•

Moving McLean/garland to Talley St. does not make sense

•

Moving no students is good, don't love having to split Clairemont, but
that's because I am a Clairemont parent. If this is the right split, then I will
support.

•

None

•

Not a good option. Loses the walkable aspects of Decatur.

•

Not as safe

•

Not as walkable or safe

•

Not bad but doesn't meet all our needs.

•

Not feeling the split

•

Not in support of the feeder split at Clairemont. The Clairemont
community works very hard to instill diversity and inclusion into the
students. These students have become a family. Also, if the minority
students are split between two schools, they will just become even more of
a minority.

•

Not sure if this feeder makes sense

•

Now that options C and D exist, I no longer favor this one. I think it's more
fair to split WP than the much smaller Clairemont district.

•

Oakhurst is over filled

•

Oakhurst way overutilized

•

Of the options, option with least capacity (even though it is still over) for
Oakhurst. Like it maintains walkability.

•

Option B has no benefit to the school that would be split per this plan
whereas other schools could benefit from a potential split gaining more
walkability. ??
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•

Option B maintains Winnona Park, and evenly splits Clairemont. It also
evenly divides the Decatur Housing Authority neighborhoods between
Fave and Talley.

•

Overall, this seems the most balanced for competing issues, but I really
think this redistricting should be used as an opportunity to better utilize
Clairemont and move students from Glennwood, then move students in
upper northeast from WP to Glennwood.

•

Overutilizing two schools seems like a bigger problem, so I like this one
less

•

Penalizes the folks on S McDonough and MAK who always pay the
re=zoning price. Those on the boundaries pay a disproportionate amount of
stress, uncertainty, and disruption.

•

Poor plan

•

Prefer an option that balances the upper elementary school levels.

•

Reasonable feeder split, better overall balance

•

Same answer as question 3

•

Seems best in terms of diversity overall, while keeping more specific
communities/housing complexes in DHA together (and still in decent #s),
which is the most important factor for me.

•

Seems fair and just

•

Seems like the best overall balance of walkability and utilization. I came out
of my conversations with the head of the housing authority believing that
this was the best choice for ensuring diversity.

•

Seems lopsided at upper es

•

Seems most logical and balanced. Allows our children to walk to Winnona
and Talley.

•

Seems to me that the most obvious natural boundary for our district is
College Ave and the train tracks. Curious to see the upper elementary
patterns follow an East/West configuration, rather than use the major road
and rail lines. Further, I would always consider the racial, socio-economic
and other demographics in making changes. Our kids deserve integration
and schools that are diverse by design.
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•

Seems to strike the most balance but concerned that upon immediately
opening of Talley Street, it is already projected to exceed the capacity of 750
students??
•
Slightly less strange split of Oakhurst

side). I completely disagree with the proposition that those who were
"previously able to walk to FAVE will need to be bussed to Talley."

•

Splits Clairemont

•

Splits Clairemont 50/50. Probably not great, right?

•

The split of Clairemont ES could be disruptive, generally.

•

Splits Clairemont 50-50

•

•

Splits one of the smallest lower elementary schools into the upper
elementary schools, where they'll be hugely outnumbered. CES will not
have walkability at upper level, seems could at least leave population in
tact.

•

Splitting CL is detrimental to that community and doesn't provide a good
result for 3-5 utilization AND doesn't give anything in return (like
walkability)

The walkability for the MAK historic district to go to Talley is terrible. My
home is literally the last house on the line that goes to Winnona Park
instead of Oakhurst. I know the big concern is splitting up friends from the
elementary (WP), but kids will make new friends and just because they
aren't in the same school doesn't mean the kids can't still hang out together
outside of school. Our city is very small and community oriented so there
are plenty of other opportunities for kids to remain friends.

•

There seems to be a lack of utilization of Clairemont. The people in the
Southwest area of the Glennwood area could easily be moved to
Clairemont. If you look at Clairemont, Westchester and Glennwood as
columned zones, the southwest current zone of Glennwood is already in
the Clairemont zone.

•

This is in my mind the worst option. I don't approve of the Clairemont
feeder split. This has the lowest walkability of all options. Students who
could and currently walk to FAVE will be bussed to Talley. The utilization
is imbalanced.

•

This is the only option that allows CL to remain together and maintain
diversity

That's the WORST of the options., it splits the Clairemont community with
no real benefit - no real walkability improvement for any group. even kids
who live CLOSE TO FAVE would go to Talley! that's just silly

•

Splitting Clairemont students

•

Splitting Clairemont this way is very harmful to the demographics. Right
now there’s a wonderful mix of low and high income families. Splitting that
group for the 3-5 years seems like a bad idea.

•

Splitting Clairemont which is one of the smaller schools is not a smart
choice given the alternate options. Options C and D split Winona Park, but
the tradeoff is walkability which is more desired. This also puts less burden
on the buses.

•

Splitting up lower ES cohorts is problematic.

•

Splitting up the elementary like this does not make sense.

•

•

Still leaves Oakhurst over capacity

This is the worst option for multiple reasons

•

•

Still wish that kids in walking proximity to FAVE could stay at FAVE.

This is the worst plan!

•

•

Still wish there was a way for the k-2s to not split.

•

Strongly oppose splitting Clairemont. This places a big disadvantage to one
of the smaller schools that has a unique population.

This is the worst plan. The result would be residents in the northern most
part of the city having to send their kids to a school in the southern most
part of the city. There would then be residents in Winnona Park that are a
block away from FAVE having to go to Talley Street. Makes no sense!!!

•

Strongly support this as the best option. Least disruption at the lower
elementary (no rezoning -- which is important because we will be doing
this again when College Heights is opened to relieve pressure on the south

•

This one splits Clairemont which is awful!

•

This option busses kids to Talley that would have had an easy walk to
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This plan has more even utilization at the lower elementaries. it still has
overutilization at the upper elementaries but it is not quite as extreme as
option A.

•

This splits one of the smallest schools, Clairemont

•

This will add significant time to commute and take away from community
feel as will not allow my kids to walk to school. Would be very unhappy
with this scenario

•

•
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this option.
•

We live in Oakhurst but have been zoned for Winnona. We live .5 mi from
Winnona,1.2 mi from Talley, and .9 from FAVE. I have a 5th grader who is
able to get himself to and from school on his own and he also did so last
year. 1.2 mi is not a reasonable distance for walkers. I will be so
disappointed if my second son has to bus to Talley.

•

We really would like Talley & Winnona, and this map gives us that.

•

When sorting - especially CES - we need to be mindful that we do not need
to keep ALL the housing/minorities going through the same schools
together. Going forward we need much more diversity.

•

While if you must split a lower elementary school, I like the idea of a near
50/50 split, it still projects an extreme overutilization at FAVE. Also, CES
doesn't gain much from being split - in terms of gaining walkability
between the upper elementary schools.

Unfair to split one of the smallest feeder schools (CL) and no perceived
advantage to those students (most will not be able to walk to either F.AVE
or Talley)

•
Upper elementary and lower elementary utilizations fairly balanced and no •
K-2 in the red. Some students who walked to FAVE will need to be bussed •
to Talley

•

Very disruptive and bad walking

•

Walkability for lower grades is maintained.

•

Walkability for us to FAVE most important

•

We have a nine year old who is currently going to Winnona park, and will
go to FAVE for 4th grade during the school year of 2018-2019. We are very
unsupportive with this option because we live on Oakview Rd., between
McKoy and South McDonough. This option would pull our kid out of
FAVE after one year, which means he has to leave all the people he already
knows and adjust to another new environment after he has just adjusted to
FAVE for one year. We also like this option because it would be an easy
walk from our house to FAVE. We have another 3-yr old. We hope that he
would be enjoying walking to FAVE when he is nine.

•

We live 100 feet west of McDonough in one of the "bump outs" and our
child would have to cross both Candler and Columbia to get to Talley. We
had hoped for her to be able to walk to school at that age, but not at all with
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FAVE. Also, the College Heights and MAK communities are considered
part of Oakhurst, so it splits a neighborhood when not absolutely
necessary. FAVE is over-utilized compared to Talley. Finally, the
Clairemont community would be split without the off-setting benefit of
walkability. Just doesn’t make sense.

•

v l p g

•

Winnona Park school is too crowded.
With exception of Clairemont, seems more evenly distributed
Works for me personally but makes no sense for residents in the Talley st
area. They should just go to Talley, especially since FAVE is overcrowded
in this option
Worst walkable option
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24% of Winnona Park students seems like a very small portion of their
•
population to send to FAVE. It also seems like it will create some divides in •
the neighborhood.
•
3-5 school distributions seem better in this option, but the disparity in the
utilization of K-2 schools is highly problematic. The low level of Clairemont •
utilization compared to the other K-2 schools is absurd. Why isn't adding
•
permanent space (NOT learning cottages) at the constantly overcrowded K2 schools an option, e.g. adding a wing at Oakhurst Elementary?

Best balance of enrollments.
Best for all numbers and walkability.
Best option for consistency and walkability -the Kids at Winona who live
closest to FAVE can still walk to FAVE. Keeps the other schools together.
best option to promote walkability, and diversity.

Best option. Equal utilization of FAVE and Talley. MAK and College
Heights neighborhoods are split from Winnona Park, but with the offsetting benefits of walkability for 3-5 and joining their larger Oakhurst
community. Minimizes transportation costs by maximizing walkability.

•

A really good option

•

Absolutely the best option for 3-5 utilization and great walkability at that
level too. the feeder split for WP at least provides those kids with
additional walkability for 3 years.

•
•

Again, I think the folks in MAK and on S McDonough pay a price for being
boundaries. Folks along these lines should be given a flexible option.
•
Again, the split of Winona park is odd

•

All future loads look good in this one with minimal movement.

•

Allows current WP students to walk to closest Upper ES school for 3-5th
grades (maintains sense of neighborhood).

•

Best utilization at 3-5, very good walkability at 3-5. WP students who are
split off to FAVE get walkability in return. GREAT option!

•

Allows for more walkers.

•

Best utilization balance for upper elementary schools.

•

Allows the WP students that live near FAVE to be able to walk to FAVE.
Most balanced utilization at upper elementary schools.

•

Best utilization overall (nothing in Red!) and split of feeder (WP) will still
allow those kids to walk to 3-5 school.

•

Also walkable. Almost as good as option A.

•

Breaks up Winnona Park

•

Another good choice (along with A). Not sure about the feeder on the
Oakhurst/Winnona Park boundary. But it's still walkable and seems really
safe.

•

Clairemont seems to be still too underutilized

•

Concerned about diversity imbalance; don't like splitting WP; does do a
better job of balancing utilization at 3-5 level.

•

Another good option, though the feeder down by the southern border is
strange.

•

Creates the best balance for upper elementary. If there is going to be a split
of WP, this split makes the most sense in terms of walkability.

•

Anything but plan B

•

Dangerous to have children walking across tracks

•

Appears a more even split at Talley and FAVE.

•

Decreases walkability for my family

•

Balanced upper elementary schools; no school in K-2 overutilized (none in
the red) Good walkability

•

Despite having to split Winnona Park, everything else looks very balanced
and this appears to be the b st balanced option out of the four presented.

•

Based on percentages, this is the second best for walking.

•

Dislike split of WP, over- and under-utilization at elementary level.
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•

Best option: preserves walkability at lower elementary levels, does not
require lower elementary students to move, and balances upper elementary
levels. Feeder splits do not concern me (and we are zoned for a feeder split
school).
Best scenario numbers-wise. No schools are over crowded with this
scenario. Crowding is a major issue and this option has manageable
teaching environments for all schools, at all levels.
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•

Divides Oakhurst among 3-5

•

•

Do not like the Winona Park feeder split. Our kids will be separated from
their lower elementary friends for upper elementary. But like that kids
close to FAVE will be able to go their rather than Talley Street

Good balance of upper elementary utilization and maintains walk ability
for college heights neighborhood.

•

Good second option to A.

•

Good walkability.

•

Do not like WPES split of 76%-24%

•

Good walking but not as good as option A

•

Do not support because of the split of elementary students who have been
together for 3 years.

•

I appreciate the balance in upper elementary level schools

•

•

Does the best job of balancing upper elementary school projections and
maintains walkability for the most children, which is why many moved to
Decatur in the first place.

I do not like splitting off the lower elementary when rising to upper
elementary.

•

I do not support 24% of Winnona Park being "redistricted" to FAVE while
the rest of the school is sent to Talley St. Too few kids being split from a
feeder school to the 3/5 school puts those kids as a disadvantage.

•

Doesn’t solve the problem with Winnona and Oakhurst being overutilized
but may help some at the 3-5 level. I am concerned about the overcrowding •
once the children start middle and then high school.

I don't like that every single option has Oakhurst Elementary (and usually
Winonna Park) as over-utilized. It makes no sense to zone knowing this.

•

Don't like the splits in Winnona Park

•

•

-don't like the Winnona Park feeder split -don't like how Oakhurst and
Winnona Park are overutilized

I don't see how you get the same exact 74%/26% split as option A with
different boundaries.

•

•

-don't like the Winnona Park feeder split -don't like that Oakhurst and
Winnona Park are still over populated

I feel splitting the WP kids makes more sense than splitting the Clairemont
kids, since the WP split improves walkability.

•

•

East-west split for 3-5 academy

•

Even splits with Talley and Fave is nice

•

Every option has Clairemont under-utilized and Oakhurst over-utilized.
That's the obvious biggest challenge I see that needs to be corrected. Yes,
Oakhurst and Winona Park are amazing schools, but sending our children
to a school that is over capacity is a disservice to them.

I like keeping all the Lower ES schools the same. I think it makes the most
sense to split WP on this line where kids maintain walkability to FAVE. We
are a WP family, and I believe that this option makes the most sense for the
city as a whole. It has the least effect on the least amount of people while
keeping the Upper ES schools balanced, maintaining walkability for a lot of
kids, and reducing the bussing required to Talley St.

•

I like that both the lower and upper elementary schools are balanced.

•

I like that children from Winona Park will get to walk to FAVE.

•

I like that elementary remains walkable. As a family that lives on S Candler,
I don't like that my Winnona Park kids will end up at Talley. Primarily
because of walkability. At an age when I would normally encourage
independence, I won't feel comfortable with my children walking/riding
that distance on congested roads. The additional cars/buses will contribute
to traffic congestion at and around the school.

•

I like that it balances walkability with utilization concerns. I know the

•

FAVE seems better option geographically for Clairemont. Many kids could
still walk. Westchester is a drive either way so Talley Street is better fit.
Again, can’t there be an option without splitting a school?

•

Feeder split is odd but still a good option

•

Feels least disruptive of all options, which I like. Also the WPES kids who
move do so in the name of walkability, which feels like a great tradeoff.

•

Given the school locations, this makes since.

•

good balance
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feeder split will be a problem for some. In general, it doesn't seem that
anyone living right next to a school would be sent to one across town,
which I am not in favor of.
•

I like that no upper elementary is over utilized too badly.

•

I like that the Oakview houses on the south side just west of Oakview and
Adams map to fave

•

v l p g

the west side of McDonough and even along Oakview, if any. I would like
to see a more detailed version.
•

In all of these maps, my house is so close to the boundary lines, it is very
hard to see where we would actually be in terms of k - 2. Is it possible to get
a clearer map?

•

In all options, Oakhurst Elementary is over-utilized. Is there a solution to
this?

I like that this option creates the best utilization for FAVE and Talley. While
I appreciate the challenge of splitting WP kids, they will now be able to
•
walk to their school. I like that this choice does not move any lower ES
students, that there is high walkability for lower ES students (within 1 mile •
of school)

It makes sense to split Winonna Park since the kids that would go to FAVE
have the trade off of being able to walk to school.
It provides the least amount of disruption to neighborhoods and friends
and keeps one of Decatur's top priorities in tact = walkability.

•

I like the balance at upper elementary, but I don't like the split with public
housing population. I also don't like that the largest lower ESs continue to
be over-populated.

•

It's a logical solution. Would still prefer not redistricting lower school. I
would support it though.

•

•

Keep the MAK walking to FAVE!!!

I like the upper elementary balance and geographic split.

•

•

I like this one with the breakdown between fave and Talley.

Keep the schools within walking distance and in the correct level of
utilization.

•

I live in MAK and my children currently walk to FAVE. We would be
unable to walk to Talley St. Prefer an option that leaves MAK at FAVE.

•

keeps high walkability

•

•

Keeps neighborhoods together--walkability

I really like that the upper elementary school enrollment will be more
balanced and not "in the red" in the 2020-2021 school year.

•

•

I very much like that this option leads to an even utilization at Talley and
FAVE. The way Winona Park is split also seems very logical for
walkability.

•

I worry about north/south traffic patterns with College Avenue as the main
thoroughfare.

Kids south of College Heights ECLC will have an opportunity to walk to
one elementary school in grades K-5, which is better than nothing. Their
lower elementary (Winnona Park) is over a mile away down and across
busy Candler and would not be walkable, but at least their upper
elementary (FAVE) would be walkable for them. They would have friends
with them from their immediate neighborhood too, so the splitting of
Winnona kids would not be that bad in reality.

•

If there is going to be a feeder split at Winnona Park, it should be closer to
50/50, not 76/24.

•

Least impact to walkability

•

•

I'm most supportive of this option. It's the most balanced regarding
utilization. While WP has to split, the split allows for walkability to FAVE.
So, at least there's a positive to balance the negative.

Like no changes at lower elementary level. Greatly supportive of balanced
utilization at upper elementary level, and it seems to make sense to move a
small number of WP students to FAVE when they're already walkable
there.

•

I'm not sure why there are little bump-outs along McDonough. Given the
thickness of the line, it's not clear what homes are included in Talley along

•

Like that no students are moved at es level

•

Like that very few students will be split and it is very logical. Like that the
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•

limits splitting kids from one lower school between upper schools.

•

Looks evenly balanced with exception of Clairemont

•

Looks like the most even distribution for upper elementary.

•

Love that all oak neighborhood kids will be able to walk to f.ave- good for
neighborhood cohesion.

•

Love that everything seems somewhat balanced at all levels. I like that the
trade off the some WP parents get for splitting at the upper level is
walkability.

•

•

LOVE THIS PLAN! I like that the only school that will be broken up is
Winnona Park because there are residents in the Winnona Park district that
would be closer to FAVE. It makes the sense to zone those residents for the
school that is closer.

f
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there wouldn't have to be a split for WP between Talley and F.Ave. also I
think these streets use to go to OAK before anyway
•

Option allows least over capacity for Oakhurst and Winona -- though still
over capacity

•

Options C and D are both strong. They split Winona Park, but the tradeoff
is walkability which is highly desired by many residents. This also puts less
burden on the buses.

•

Safe, walkable. The southern most feeder split seems odd but must make
sense by the numbers.

•

Same as before.

•

Same issue

•

Same walkability issues and crossing tracks.

•

Second best to option a

Lower elementaries unaffected, best balance for upper elementaries. Does
not offer the advantage of B re: diversity (division of DHA neighborhoods
between the two upper elementaries).

•

See comments from plan A.

•

seems like a good split and there are no little bittie kids crossing railroad
tracks

Maintains lower, but the line delineating upper elementary would make
more sense if it stayed along a single street instead of changing from
McDonough to South Candler halfway down the road.

•

Seems like a reasonable allocation.

•

Seems like an award split that doesn't make sense geographically, however
this one is much better than A but not has logical as B. don't like overuse of
Oakhurst

•

Seems like the best of the 3 options, though not perfect. Dislike the
imbalanced utilization for Oakhurst and WPES.

•

Makes the most sense geographically

•

moderately splits Morningside

•

moving MAK area over to FAVE seems to make sense for travel patterns &
neighborhood boundaries. I wish feeder school split was more even.

•

t

lk

upper elementary will be more balanced and not over capacity at opening.

•

c mm

•
My favorite option. Maximizes walkability. Yes, WP gets split but it's in the
name of walkability and that makes sense. (Unlike Option B that splits CL
•
without any benefit. If you split CL and we get to walk, that'd be great...but
•
that's not an option!)

Seems the be the best option. To break up the crowed instead of the small
one!
seems the most balanced at all levels
Seems the most balanced in terms of numbers, and maintains walkability at
the lower level.

•

Not ideal to split feeder schools but at least WP GAINS walkability to their
upper through this split.

•

•

Oakhurst is over filled

Seems to help solve most of the issue and allows our children to walk to
Talley.

•

•

On this one it seems like the 24 percent would be better zoned for Oakhurst
and most of these would be better walking distance to Oakhurst and the

Seems to make the most sense geographically. Would rather see closer to a
50/50 split in the split district.
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•

seems to optimize the positives as much as possible and negatives are
consistent with other plans' negatives

•

Splits WP for upper grades. Lower grades maintain walkability

•

•

Still prefer Option B, but this does improve numerical balance at upper
elementaries.

This is the best option because it maximizes the number of students that
can walk to FAV.

•

Still underutilization of some buildings, which should not happen. Class
size is more important than walkability.

This is the best option by far. It is the ONLY option where NONE of the
schools end up in the red zone by 2020! That matters!

•

This is the best option for all groups. More walkability for WP group to
FAVE while balancing overutilization

•

This is the best option. Maintains walkability and addresses capacity issues
in upper elementary schools.

•

This moves the park of WP to FAVE that is more walkable to FAVE and
these community members are in favor of that.

•

This one is better than B but I think you have to consider those families
getting from Westchester to the far end of Oakhurst every weekday. Not
ideal.

•
•

Stop over crowding Oakhurst and Winnona Park

•

Talley Street is overutilized

•

The 76/24 split of WP is not ideal. Closer to 50/50 is best.

•

The lines and walking to school seem more effective.

•

This achieves the best utilization balance (only scenario without red),
moves no kids for k-2, and seems to achieve good walkability for 3-5. This
is my preferred.

•

This is a clearly the most sensible plan put forward in my opinion. It causes
the least disruption, maintains the most walkability and it is the only option •
that results in no schools being severely overcrowded. As a WP parent who
would go to FAVE, this meets my strong desire to be within walking
distance of our upper elementary, rather than drive twice as far to go to
Talley. I don't have a problem with WP having a feeder split, although it
would be slightly improved/evened out by shifting a few more streets west
•
of Candler from Talley to FAVE (e.g. East Davis, East Benson, east hill)

•

This is ok, but I don't like seeing a feeder split that is more extreme than
60/40. Seems unfair to the 25% of WP third graders that are moving into a
school with far fewer familiar faces and friends than the other incoming
students.

•

This is probably the best option from a future utilization standpoint. There
seems to be a lack of utilization of Clairemont. The people in the Southwest
area of the Glennwood area could easily be moved to Clairemont. If you
look at Clairemont, Westchester and Glennwood as columned zones, the
southwest current zone of Glennwood is already in the Clairemont zone.

•

This is the best compromise to achieve all goals. Utilization is most
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balanced at all levels. Split of WP makes sense - those families that go to
FAVE can walk there.

this option has by far the best overall utilization and minimum disruption
to existing boundaries. walkability in this plan is great for the lower
elementaries (as is the case in most of the proposals). while walkability is
not good for the upper elementaries in this plan, it also isn't good in any of
the proposals, so walkability (at the upper elementaries) is less of a factor
than overall utilization in any of these options.
This option is almost acceptable except that the FAVE/Talley dividing line
should be drawn down Candler, not S McDonough. We live on S.
McDonough and this is the third time in 11 years that our house has been
up for rezoning. It is not acceptable that the same families have to bear the
brunt of these constant fluctuations. S. Candler is a natural division. People
do not like to cross busy streets in order to walk to school. The people
making this decision should come walk our neighborhood to see why
Candler is a better diving line than S. McDonough. As is, we would go to
Talley, 1.2 mi from our house while our neighbors around the block would
go to FAVE. This is not OK.

•

This option is doable as it does not move any students at lower level.

•

This option makes the most sense and keeps everyone in the green/yellow
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through 2020-21 and the much sought after walkability is maintained at the
lower ES level.
•

c mm

This option seems to make the most sense for all involved and does not
cause any kids to have to change schools before grade 3 and although
Winona would have to be split, not as many kids would be affected as if
Clairemont is split and many Winona students would gain walkability!??

child would have to cross both Candler and Columbia to get to Talley. We
had hoped for her to be able to walk to school at that age, but not at all with
this option.
•

We really would like Talley & Winnona, and this map gives us that.

•

WEP population large so a split less impactful. This creates walkability for
some WP students at upper elementary level in addition to lower level.

•

This plan makes the most sense to me.

•

•

This seemed to keep things the most balanced throughout the whole time
of my child's schooling (for our schools, but also others)

While I feel for the pocket of WP that will be affected, this option seems to
be the most sensible for the school community at large.

•

•

This seems like the best logical option and the least disruptive to most of
the schools.

•

This seems like the best option, while some schools are over 100%, they are
not too over populated into the red.

•

this seems to impact all schools the least while minimizing challenges

While my child is impacted directly by this map (she will be part of the %
that splits from Winnona Park and goes to FAVE) this is the most ideal in
terms of balanced utilization at the upper elementary level and the children
that do split from WPES for upper elementary are splitting to attend a
much closer school which means they will be able to walk (to FAVE)
instead of ride the bus (to Talley.)

•

Utilization numbers look good.

•

•

Walkability doesn't mean as much to me as horrible traffic due to overutilization. Kids can ride their bikes to almost anywhere in Decatur

While only affecting one school's feeder, it has an unbalanced split of
students going to the higher elementary schools.

•

While splitting a lower elementary school is not ideal, being able to walk to
FAVE (over Talley) seems to make up for that - especially when that is the
age many students can walk independently.

•

why does WPES take most of the brunt of these splits! unfair!

•

Winnona Park is too crowded

•

walkability is maintained for many, even with a feeder split (gives more a
walkable school than option 2).

•

Walkable

•

We have a nine year old who is currently going to Winnona park, and will
go to FAVE for 4th grade during the school year of 2018-2019. We are very •
supportive with this option because we live on Oakview Rd., between
McKoy and South McDonough. This option would allow our kid to stay at
•
FAVE for the year of 2019-2020. That means he won't have to leave all the
environment that he already knows and adjust to. We think it is very
important for him, especially given what he had experienced during his
early years (continuously changing caregivers and moving from place to
place during ages of 1.5 - 5.) We also like this option because it would be an
easy walk from our house to FAVE. We have another 3-yr old. We hope
that he would be enjoying walking to FAVE when he is nine.

•
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We live 100 feet west of McDonough in one of the "bump outs" and our

Winnona Park split at upper ES is most logical splitting of a lower ES
school. And I live in WPES district. Current swarm of bikers and walkers
from WPES to FAve. Already prove it works.
Winona kids are close to FAVE and can easily walk.
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•

A bizarre and disruptive feeder split for WPES.

•

Again a 69/31 split is not ideal.

•

•

Again, I care more about traffic than walkability. I'm tired of cars idling
outside out house in WP and rude people in the morning. And my older
kids almost getting hit on their bikes when biking around the elementary
schools in the morning.

Do not like the feeder split in Winona Park. Our kid will b separate d from
his classmates to a attend upper elementary. But like that we will be able to
attend FAVE instead of Talley, which improves walk ability at the upper
elementary level.

•

Do not like WPES split.

•

Allows our children to walk to Talley.

•

•

Also leaves upper elementary schools unbalanced.

Doesn’t help with walking much. These kids are coming from south back
up to FAVE

•

Although there are parts of this plan that I like, those things are included in •
plan C as well. I don't think this split of WP makes as much sense in terms •
of numbers, bussing and walkability.
•
Anything but plan B
•

•
•

•

Appreciate the carve out of the SE corner of the city going to FAVE rather
than Talley Street. All other options have us going to Talley.

walking/biking access

•

•
As in the case of plan C, we are directly impacted by this plan. Our child
will be part of the % that splits from WPES and goes to FAVE instead of
Talley. As is also the case with Plan C, this makes sense because we are
splitting a larger lower elementary (vs Clarirmont in plan B) and the
•
children that would go to a different upper are going to a closer school. The
•
only issue with this plan is that the utilization in this plan is a little less
•
ideal than plan C.

Don’t like lower Winnona split
Don’t like splitting up of students.
Don't like FAVE utilization and the lopsided split of Winnona.
don't like over utilization of Oakhurst
Don't like that FAVE is at capacity in 2nd year
Every option has Clairemont under-utilized and Oakhurst over-utilized.
That's the obvious biggest challenge I see that needs to be corrected. Yes,
Oakhurst and Winona Park are amazing schools, but sending our children
to a school that is over capacity is a disservice to them.
Fair divides
FAVE is over utilized.
FAVE is over-utilized in comparison to Talley. Also, I feel the MAK
community is much more likely to walk to FAVE than the Candler Rd and
east of Candler Rd communities, due to the need to cross a major and busy
road (Candler). Also, MAK is a part of the larger Oakhurst neighborhood,
and so it is much more logical to send MAK to FAVE with their neighbors
and keep south Winnona Park with their Winnona Park “proper”
neighbors.

•

Better feeder split for Winnona Park students -dislike that Winnona and
Oakhurst are still over capacity in this option

•

Between the poor walkability to Talley and the lack of sidewalks over there,
this is the worst option

•

Breaks up neighbors in schools.

•

Compared to Option C, this option provides a closer-to-equal split of
current WP students that can walk to nearest Upper ES school for 3-5th
grades (maintains sense of neighborhood).

•

FAVE overcrowding is unacceptable

•

Fave overutilized

•

•

Dangerous to have children walking across train tracks

Feeder makes little sense to me.

•

•

Dislike split of WP, over- and under-utilization at elementary level.

Feeder makes no sense

•

•

Disruptive for my children's ES (Winona Park), but would maintain

Feel similarly, so long as walkability is maintained and Winnona is not all
forced to Talley.
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•

Future loads are still high at FAVE.

•

Given the school locations this makes since but utilization is not as
balanced.

•

Good balance of upper elementary utilization and maintains walk ability
for college heights neighborhood.

•

I live in MAK and my children currently walk to FAVE. We would be
unable to walk to Talley St. Prefer an option that leaves MAK at FAVE.

•

good utilization and walkability in 3-5, not as good as C and walkability
appears to be less for some of the WP folks going to FAVE

•

•

Great for winnose

•

Has the most unbalanced feeder split, which I think could help foster a
"clique" mentality in the middle & high schools.

•

I dislike that the upper elementary schools are unbalanced.

I prefer this one slightly more than option C because it looks like the
students from WP ES that would move would be a bit closer to F.AVE
geographically and might be able to walk versus needing to drive to get to
Talley. I don't live there, but maybe it would be easier for them to get to
school. Also, they would still be there with students from their immediate
neighborhood.

•

I do not like splitting up the lower elementary population rising to the
upper elementary.

•

•

I do not like that the Oakview houses on the south side just west of
Oakview and Adams map to tablet which takes them away from being
walkable to a school just down the street

I would choose B for diversity (first choice) or C for best balance in upper
elementaries (second choice). But would enjoy having WP neighbors we
know with us at Fave.

•

Imbalance at upper elementary level.

•

In this map families who can currently walk to FAVE are moved to Talley
and families from the north end of Westchester are going to FAVE. I think
the goal of not dividing feeder schools is misplaced. How many classes will
be in each grade at the new 3-5? At least 9? The chances of being in class
with friends is slim. Walkability should take precedence over preserving
feeder schools.

Has 86% walkability for lower ES students (within 1 mile of school) · 43%
walkability at upper ES Challenges: · WP feeder split 31% to FAVE and
69% to Talley

•

I don’t like the split of Winnona being so unevenly distributed. It’s fine to
split lower schools but it should be a more even split.

•

I don’t understand these odd school splits. Also, I believe that the drive to
fave for WE families is going to be a nightmare.

•

I don't like that every single option has Oakhurst Elementary (and usually
Winonna Park) as over-utilized. It makes no sense to zone knowing this.

•

Is there any scenario in which Oakhurst is not over-utilized?

•

•

I like that lower stays the same and no one moves across tracks. But don't
like the WP split as well - less walkable and greater split. Also dislike less
balanced upper utilization.

It makes sense to split Winonna Park since the kids who are split off to
FAve get better walkability out of it.

•

It seems there should be a way to redraw the lines for the schools distribute
attendance more evenly

•

keeps Clairemont untouched

•

Keeps my children at The same elementary and Fave - so my walkability is
the same/increased

•

Kids south of College Heights ECLC would have an opportunity to walk to
one elementary school in grades K-5, which is better than nothing. Their
lower elementary (Winnona Park) is over a mile away down and across

•

•
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I like that the only school that will be broken up is Winnona Park because
there are residents in the Winnona Park district that would be closer to
FAVE. It makes the sense to zone those residents for the school that is
closer.
I like that this option allows students to have better walkability to their
upper ES and better utilization. I also appreciate that it keeps the
elementary zones intact. Benefits: · Doesn’t move any lower ES students ·
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busy Candler and would not be walkable, but at least their upper
elementary (FAVE) would be walkable for them. I am a little uneasy with
how the Winnona kids would be split between FAVE and Talley St, as it
seems like the wealthy historic neighborhoods would go to Talley St, while
the poorer homes bordering City of Atlanta would go to FAVE. Is this
because the historic MAK neighborhood (who would go to Talley not the
much closer FAVE in this model) have a louder voice than others? I know
the MAK neighborhood clamored to stay at Winnona Park instead of being
moved to Oakhurst in the last redistricting and won a boundary change in
their favor. It raised a few eyebrows at the time. People said "of course
historic MAK district wanted to stay at cute Winnona and not be moved to
Oakhurst with the masses". I'm not against the model, but this just makes
me pause, especially as this also puts FAVE significantly over capacity
early on.
•

v l p g

neighborhoods undergo changes again and more kids move in to the Talley
area...overcrowding for sure!
•

Not the best option, but workable. Good walkability at upper ES but
utilization is a bit out of whack - potentially could be handled with small
adjustments to the boundary.

•

Oakhurst is over filled

•

Okay walkability but seems to create an unnecessary feeder.

•

Only one school is affected, and the split is a little more balanced as to
where those students go to the higher elementary school than Option C.

•

Options C and D are both strong. They split Winona Park, but the tradeoff
is walkability which is highly desired by many residents. This also puts less
burden on the buses.

•

Overutilization of FAVE, with FAVE zone most likely to grow more/faster
than Talley zone.

Like option C - the this integrity for the most schools while allowing some
Winnona kids to walk to FAVE. but the SE section seems far, so not as good •
as option C
•
Like Option C, this also makes geographical sense. I like the upper
•
elementary balance achieved in C better than this option.

•

Like that walkability is maintained and no students are moved at es level

•

Like walkability of FAVE for McClean street

•

Poor division
Prefer B first, C second, D third.
Prefer option C better but if option c we’re not available, Option D would
be 2nd choice

•

Reasonable feeder split in Winnona Park, maintains walkability and
balance

Like: Good walkability Dislike: FAVE in the red for 2020-2021

•

Same as above

•

maintains walkability!

•

Same as option C.

•

Makes no sense to have Winnona Park people walk to FAVE like that when •
Talley is literally up the road.

•

More of WP would go to FAVE. not sure how different this is than option C
or what the added impact would be to Glennwood but seems to be a good
option

•

Most supportive for me. Maintains lower and majority of upper except for
small portion that is actually in closer proximity to FAVE anyway.

•

No opinion

•

Nope. Why would you want such a large area going to Talley? What if
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Second choice (first is option C). Like that no lower elementary students are
moved, and that walkability is maintained at lower elementary schools, but
prefer an option that balances the upper elementary school levels. Feeder
split not a concern (and we have a child in the proposed feeder split
school).

•

See comments from option A.

•

See prior comment

•

Seems fine. I don't know enough about how WP gets split to know if this
split makes more sense than the others as far as neighborhoods go.

•

Seems only to make matters worse for some residents in the southern most
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part of the city without addressing capacity issues or walkability.
•

v l p g

Seems pretty similar to effects of C, so would go with what is least
disruptive. I'm not sure why this one doesn't also mention that it helps
balance the upper elementary schools (as C does) - it seems like it's fairly
equivalent, just with different boundaries affecting Winona(??).

•

There is still a projection of overutilization of FAVE and the area of WES
that is split doesn't gain walkability to FAVE.

•

There is still a school projected into the red.

•

There seems to be a lack of utilization of Clairemont. The people in the
Southwest area of the Glennwood area could easily be moved to
Clairemont. If you look at Clairemont, Westchester and Glennwood as
columned zones, the southwest current zone of Glennwood is already in
the Clairemont zone.

•

Seems to maintain walkability and fairly balanced numbers.

•

Seems to make the most sense of walkability for the lower Winnona
Residents walking to FAVE vs. Talley

•

Slight favorite.

•

•

Slightly better feeder split to the upper elementary -like that no lower
elementary students are moved -don't like that Oakhurst and Winnona
Park remain overutilized

There shouldn't be any underutilization of any schools. Class size is more
important than walkability.

•

This is a better option that C but still I do not support 31% of the WPES kids
being "redistricted" to FAVE while the majority are going to Talley St. This
puts those kids at a disadvantage compared to others going into 3-5, which
can be socially challenging years.

•

This is a great option for our family. While I don't like that our school,
Winnona Park, will be overutilized, based on the predicted numbers it's not
a huge overflow. I'm happy that my kids will be at FAVE. A much safer
option for walking/biking, which will also help with traffic congestion.

•

This is ok, but I don't like seeing a feeder split that is more extreme than
60/40. Seems unfair to the 25% of WP third graders that are moving into a
school with far fewer familiar faces and friends than the other incoming
students.

•

This is the second best option, because it keeps an area of students that can
walk to FAV.

•

This looks like the best option from my perspective. I like that Clairemont is
staying together through the reassignment to Talley.

•

This one makes Fave packed in a few years.

•

Splitting WP as a feeder school would at least allow more kids to walk to
the appropriate 3-5 school.

•

Still don't clearly understand buses. I didn't think they transported less
than 1 mile from school

•

Stop over crowding Oakhurst and Winnona Park. Trailers stink to teach
and learn in even when they are nice ones.

•

Talley isn't going to last...where is school #3?!?!

•

The feeder makes no sense.

•

The feeder on this seems unnecessary.

•

The feeder splits should be in the north. Since neither upper ES is in the
north, it doesn't affect them as much in terms of walkability and
neighborhood identity.

•

The MAK should not be bussed to Talley when we can walk to FAVE!!

•

The numbers are a little worse in this version but I still this is a viable
version

•

•
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•
The walkability for my family to Talley is awful. This new map not only
places us at Talley, but would also result in several of my children's best
•
friends from Winnona Park going to FAVE. So it is lose / lose for my family
the WP split is better than options A or B, but not as good as option C for
walkability, and FAVE is too crowded.

this option has a higher level overutilization at the upper level
elementaries, though it is not as severe as option A.
This option makes the FAVE/Talley split close to even. The section of
Winona Park that goes FAVE seems less logical to me for walkability than
other possibilities (that would have sections closer to FAVE going to FAVE)
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but I realize there may be logic/WP parent preferences, etc. at play I am not
aware of. Like options B,D, and D, this option does not address the lack of
balance in K-2 schools since it keeps boundaries for those the same.

•

We really would like Talley & Winnona, and this map gives us that.

•

•

weird to put those southeast corner kids into fave

This option results in at least one school in the red by 2020.

•

•

This option seems to over utilize two schools.

WEP population large so a split less impactful. This creates walkability for
some WP students at upper elementary level in addition to lower level.

•

This personally shift us from Winnona Park to Fave with I am not a fan of,
but I see how this could works. In option 'C' this will happen to others.

•

While OK in the beginning, this scenario still pushes FAVE into the red by
2020-21. Not a good choice in the long run.

•

This reasonably meets most important criteria, but is not quite as preferable
as option C due to the increased crowding at FAVE (116%) and reduced
walkability for those in MAK district and the southern Chevelle area. I.e.,
why make the split such that people in those areas are going to the upper
elementary that is further from them geographically?

•

Winnona Park too crowded

•

Winnona split is undesirable

•

WP gets to keep walkability for their upper school. Balanced utilization.

•

WP/Talley split

•

WPES still taking the brunt of feeder split.

•

This would be my second choice if C isn’t accepted.

•

This WPES seems less optimal than Option C as it seems like some of those
who used to walk to fave now have to be bussed and I'm not sure if the
furthest corner of WPES that's moved to FAVE can walk of if some of them
need the bus. Less optimal than C's proposal.

•

Too many schools in this option being over utilized

•

Upper elementary looks uneven

•

Very imbalanced in terms of diversity; severe split for WP; odd
configurations.

•

Walkability and tracks

•

Walkability to FAVE is maximized for kids who will be split at Winona
Park.

•

We have a nine year old who is currently going to Winnona park, and will
go to FAVE for 4th grade during the school year of 2018-2019. We are very
unsupportive with this option, because we live on Oakview Rd., between
McKoy and South McDonough. This option would pull our kid out from
FAVE, which means he will have to leave the environment that he has just
adjusts to. Given what he had experienced during his early years
(continuously changing caregivers and moving from place to place during
ages of 1.5 - 5.) and his current development, we would really appreciate
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the chance of environment change being reduced to the minimum.
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1. The voices of those who are affected by these changes should be listened
to over others. This is the 3rd time our street has been involved in a
rezoning conversation in 11 years. The school district has to stop rezoning
and find long term solutions. 2. That said, Talley St is not a long term
solution. The reason there is no good option (listed above) is because Talley
is in a horrible location. It is too far from the people who need a 3-5
(Westchester, Clairemont, Glenwood) The school should put the 3-5 at
Commerce and Trinity, in the land that is now held by the school district.
The next 3-5 should be in the middle of the city and accessible to families to
the north of the railroad tracks, just like the high school. There are fields
available at Ebster. Talley should only be used for offices. On shredding
days, Talley gets backed up to Columbia. Can you imagine a rainy day at
drop off and pick up? Another option for a 3-5 is Columbia Children's
Home land. It is still far from many people in the city but it's location
surrounded by green space would potentially outweigh the distance
families would have to go to get there.
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•

C is great. A might be better though.

•

C is the only one that looks remotely good for all schools in the future.

•

doesn't move any lower ES boundaries; has 86% walkability and 44%
walkability for upper ES

•

Every option has Clairemont under-utilized and Oakhurst over-utilized.
That's the obvious biggest challenge I see that needs to be corrected. Yes,
Oakhurst and Winona Park are amazing schools, but sending our children
to a school that is over capacity is a disservice to them.

•

Fave over utilized

•

Hands down, Option A is the best choice for the sole reason that it
maintains the most walkability at both levels. I think any concern about
capacity at Talley can be alleviated by building in room for expansion or
just simply making the building larger. Forecast for more kids. Option A is
also the cleanest, most understandable map.

•

Having such imbalanced feeder splits from WP will be very disruptive, the
upper elementary boundaries also seem very arbitrary, where neighbors
with no natural street split will be going to different schools. Most options
also involve over-and under-utilization, which means we will be back in
the same situation again soon. College Heights would require substantial
retrofitting to be able to be used as an elementary any time soon.

•

100% Westchester to Talley

•

A and C are great. B and D are not good.

•

•

A great emphasis has been placed on walkability, when in reality, most
people will still drive no matter what. We need to place more emphasis on
classroom size and quality educators than on walkability so that our district
•
can be as good as it is hyped up to be.
•
A or C are great

•

A or C are the best, safest choices

•

Any plan but B. That is the worst plan!

•

Anything but plan B

•

Because it doesn’t break up Clairemont

•

Being sure the split district is split in a way that respects neighborhoods
and not just geography is of prime importance. They should get the most
input.

•

Best for spreading (our rapidly diminishing) diversity across the CSD,
which is good for all students, and for improving student achievement of
lower income students by avoiding a concentration of poverty in a
particular school.
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How about the Children's Home???? The best option!
I am really happy that Westchester goes to FAVE in every option. Since
those students have already been a part of a new school opening, I think its
important that they not be the students to do it twice.
I am supportive of all options (more so than of some that were not finalists)
but do think that for Option A, the line on the East side for children to go to
Glenwood vs WPES should be at Commerce (which extends naturally to
the southern end of S Columbia) v dividing the neighborhood in the little
peaceful, not trafficky nook along S Columbia just S of college. Those kids
who live on the East side of S Columbia can walk to WPS without crossing
any busy streets v those children who have to cross Commerce or the busy
part of S Columbia. It cannot be too many children, but switching their
route to force them to cross College to get to Glenwood would divide the
neighborhood and take away walkability.
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•

I appears to be best for future loads and all schools' walkability.

•

I don't think any school should be underutilized. The city is too small for
that to be an acceptable solution. Also, I don't think the kids are being given
enough credit when it comes to splitting LES up for UES. It's a small
community and all the kids know each other. I don't think it is a very big
•
concern for the children.

•

I don't think maintaining feeder splits is really an issue that should ever
take priority over maintaining balance and avoiding over-crowding

•

I have concerns that we are not considering other key factors that should
impact this decision such as racial and socioeconomic diversity. I would
like to know the demographics of each of the options inclusive of these
considerations.

•

•

•

•

•
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•

I know this is not the forum for it, but I am VERY disappointed that the
•
secondary elementary schools are already overcrowded before the change
is even made. From what I understand, the money wasn't there to make the
Talley school bigger. I'm hoping that the traffic is taken into account with
•
the design, there are so many problems with the neighbors around FAVE
•
and WPES now
I like C as it causes minimal stress/drama with regard to the K-2 schools (no •
-one changes school). It lets the kids near College Heights and south of
College Heights have the opportunity to walk to ONE of their elementary
schools (they can walk to FAVE). I don't see any red boxes (indicated
significant overcrowding) at any of the schools in 2020.
•
I live on the border of these lines and am very worried about living in an
area where my kids are put in a situation where they don't know their
•
closest neighbors. I would really hate to bus them far away when we can
walk to school from our house.
•
I prefer C to D because it has better utilization equity for the upper
elementary schools but would be happy with whichever of those maps the
Winonna Park area prefers.
•
I prefer to keep lower elementary students at schools on the same side of
•
the tracks for safety and logistical reasons. While moving some lower
elementary students to another school is not preferred, setting districts by
geographic proximity usually makes the most sense in the long run.
•
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I was disappointed that parents were not given the chance to make public
comments at last night's meeting. However, I was glad that members of the
design team as well as Dr. Dude were available for questions and
conversations. I do hope that plans are being made for obvious future
crowding at Renfroe and DHS that these K-5 counts will cause.
I would ask the group to consider looking at swapping part of the western
most DHA neighborhood (currently Clairemont) with the Lamont/Vidal
area (currently Westchester) and the use either option c or d. Those are
equivalent blocks according to the consultant. That would then allow some
economic diversity at FAVE and so DHA kids could be at both schools. Just
a thought!
If you have to split up a lower elementary, at least get some benefit (as in
option C where kids from WP get split but in the name of walkability).
I'm glad to see that you have a box solely for the walkability factor. It's
important here. And Option A meets that best.
I'm torn between A and C.

In a perfect scenario, we will be done w learning cottage campuses! Can we
look into a choice assignment at Clairemont since it’s so underpopulated?
It is very frustrating to continue to see Oakhurst overutilized and
Clairemont underutilized. I think it would be great to make Clairemont a
magnet, though understand that is not on the table presently. Could
parents be allowed to transfer kids to Clairemont?
It seems to make more sense (location wise) for Winnona Park to be split
that Clairemont.
It's important for the schools to be close to the students. Walking, biking,
skating, etc. will be easier to encourage and support during the school year.
It's important to build to growth and not open schools that will already be
full therefore I would prefer the option that doesn't have either of the upper
level schools in the red starting out.
Keep safety and walkability and choose Option A.
Keep the boundaries in tact as they go from lower to upper. Can we move
lower elementary boundaries to match what is C and D so that we can keep
the lower elementary rising to upper elementary population in tact.
Like options that maintain walkability! And keep traffic from having to
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move across College!
•

Maintains walkability and keeps MAK neighborhood at FAVE.

•

maximizing walkability at the lower level elementaries is a big plus, which
most of the plans maintain. walkability matters more for this age group. all
options presented pretty poor walkability for the upper level elementaries,
so the main factor in my assessment was utilization level of the upper level
elementaries. while splitting one of the feeders between the two upper level
elementaries certainly isn't good, it seems to be an unfortunate reality given
the locations of the schools. the locations of the feeder splits proposed in
option C seem to make sense based on distance to FAVE vs. Talley street,
while also resulting in the greatest balance of utilization between the two
upper level elementaries.

•

Most concerned about new apartments being built at Avondale MARTA
and proposed for East Lake MARTA.

•

none

•

None of these options have a north/south split for the 3-5 schools. the 3-5
boundaries from the original option 1 was a great option with good
walkability and upper ES utilization. Everyone hated the K-2 boundaries of
Option 1, but the 3-5 option was very good and should be considered.

•

Oakhurst should not be over capacity.

•

One of the things that I have been glad to see in the final options is that the
school boundaries will not result in a north-south split for the 3-5
elementaries. As members of the committee likely know, that has
historically been an issue in this city - one that getting the kids all together
at the 4/5 Academy was designed to address. I am glad that both schools
will combine kids from neighborhoods north and south in Decatur.

•

Option A all the way

•

Option A is good too

•

Option A maintains the best walkability. It seems safest too.

•

Option A makes the most sense for safety and walkability. Option B is a
close second.

•

Option B and D are my preferred. But I also think this is a missed
opportunity to better balance Clairemont. Why not move some students
from Glenwood to Clairemont, and then the NE corner of WP to Glenwood
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(all at the LE level)? They would all still be together for the upper elem.
•

Option C does the best job of balancing utilization of upper elementaries,
maintaining neighborhood cohesion and maximizing walkability. It just
makes sense.

•

OPTION C is the ONLY one that solves coherence and walkability. (Option
B is clearly the worst of the 4 because it solves neither of the two biggest
issues.)

•

Option C seems the most beneficial and fair to all involved.

•

Options A and C are best with safety, walk ability, and maintaining
community.

•

Pick the option that most evenly divides us economically so that the
economic make up of both schools is even.

•

Plan B is the only plan that really makes NO sense.

•

Plan C produces the best over all utilization at the upper level, reduces over
utilization at the lower level and the children that would have to split off
from WPES and go to FAVE instead of Talley would be splitting to go to a
much closer school. In our specific case FAVE is .4 miles from our house
and Talley is 2.6. That is a major difference.

•

Please do not split Clairemont. The northside neighborhoods already lost
by not getting a 3-5 school on this side of town.

•

Please do NOT split up Clairemont! It is the smallest school to begin with
and has the least representation. Also, this option does not result in any
school being in the red zone by 2020. No other option matches that.

•

Please keep South McDonough Street together

•

Please maintain walkability for students as much as possible.

•

Please pick A!

•

Please prioritize walkability (it affects traffic, parking, health and safety
every day) and keeping neighbors/communities together

•

Please send the children of CSD staff who do not live in Decatur to the least
utilized elementary schools. Right now there are children of high school
teachers, the superintendent, etc. that attend Winnona Park, the most
overcrowded school in the district. It makes much more sense for them to
attend the school with the most space.
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•

Prepare for growth. CSD seems to underestimate while the city keeps green •
lighting new apartments.

•

Projects even overloading for FAVE and Talley St, while zoning our
children for Talley St, which is our strong preference.

•

really want to keep the kids from each lower school together.

•

Really, A or C are great.

•

Seems like in most options Winnona Park makes compromises but I
understand why.

•

Splitting Clairemont seems unfair since those kids do not get any benefit
(i.e. still most not able to walk). Feels more appropriate to split WP because
at least those kids will get benefit of proximity/walkability to their school.

•

Thank you for the committee's consideration and community involvement.

•

Thank you for the opportunity to hear this feedback.

•

Thank you very much!

•

Thank you!

•

•

•

The diversity of the demographics is important to me. It's unclear what
those will look like in the different scenarios.

•

The walkability factor for Talley street is unfortunate. I think more
information about transportation plans needs to be given out to families.

•

•

This is the most equitable split when we look at our children and the
friendships they will form in those early years

•

This is the most even split for neighbors to stay together.
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Ultimately, this option is the only one that doesn't create a projection of
extreme overutilization. If in order to gain this, a lower elementary school
needs to be split, it makes sense to split an area that would gain an
advantage of being able to talk to their upper elementary school.
Upper Elem. should be north-south split to reduce traffic at railroad
crossings

•

Very pleased with north/south split. Like that most kids near schools can
walk to their neighborhood school, which is as important as balancing
capacity.

•

Walkability (and Safety) are important. Option A offers the best of both.

•

Walkability is important. It is what brings community to Decatur.

•

Walkability is key. But as I now understand it utilization is important so
that less students are in trailers. Some slight shifts could make this work.

•

Walkability to 3-5 is more important for us than walkability to K-2 as that is
when our kids are able walk more.

•

•
the WP feeder split makes more sense, walkability wise, than a Clairemont
•
split. given than, limiting overcrowding at the upper elementary level is my
next priority; hence I think option C is better.
•
They all seem fairly similar. We shouldn't try to make this harder than it
needs to be. I feel like there are too many options.

•

th q

•

•
The children of CSD staff should be attending the LEAST utilized schools. It
doesn't make any sense for these kids to be attending overcrowded schools •
across town from where they live.
The community impact of this change could be very large. We located in
Oakhurst for proximity of schools and ability to walk to them. If this goes
away will be discouraging.

h

Walkability to school is key.
We moved to the neighborhood to allow our kids to be able to walk to
Winnona park and now to upper elementary which only Talley allows. So
we are open to any option but A as all others have us going to Talley.
What will happen to kids currently in 3rd grade? These proposals would
have my student starting new schools three years in a row (FAVE in 20182019, TALLEY in 2019-2020, and RENFROE 2020-2021). In my opinion that
is too much transition for kids this age. I would appreciate the Board
considering letting the population of kids who would be in this boat choose
whether to stay at FAVE after 4th grade or move to Talley.

Why can’t we balance the lower elementaries?!
Why has there not been a change in the elementary boundaries if there are
two schools very over-utilized?
Why not have the folks zoned in Westchester and those north of Ponce go
to Talley? They are very unlikely to walk or ride (bikes) to 4/5 so if they are
going to take a car or bus, why not send them to Talley, thus allowing those
south of Ponce and those on S McDonough to go to 4/5 (i.e., Those currently
zoned for Winnona and west of Candler).

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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Wish there was more data available about how the different options would
impact racial and socioeconomic diversity. Talking to Doug from the DHA
and committee members at the meeting was very helpful.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
How did you hear about the Community Dialogue?
CSD District or Project Website
77
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc.)
175
I am on the Steering Committee
15
Friend/Neighbor
116
District Employee
13
School Newsletter
90
Online news source
81
Email
15
Other (please specify)
1

Oth

(pl

p c fy):

•

Decaturish (6)

•

Facebook, email from someone on steering committee

•

Information provided at Clairemont school activity

•

My coworker is another CSD parent

•

My son

•

PTA members and fliers at school

•

PTA- please make this a choice on surveys going forward!

•

Shared by other parents in our Daycare: Smarties.

•

Steering member

•

Survey at Clairemont
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What formal roles do you or have you
held with City Schools of Decatur?
Not applicable
283
Administrator
4
Board of Education Member
1
SLT Member
17
Teacher
12
Non-Teaching Staff Member
7
Other (please specify)
1
Oth

(pl

p c fy):

•

Better Together Advisory Board

•

Classroom volunteer, PTA committees

•

College Heights Advisory Committee

•

CSD wellness committee member

•

Environmental Sustainability Board Member

•

Frequent volunteer

•

High School Mock Trial Coach for 12 years

•

Member of College Heights Advisory Committee (like SLT)

•

PTA (2)

•

PTA - again please make this a choice going forward- we are
important stakeholders in this process!

•

PTA Board member (2)

•

PTA Board member (Westchester)

•

PTA board member, school volunteer

•

PTA President (2)

•

PTO treasurer at Fave

•

Room parent in Pre-K

•

Substitute for CSD

•

Volunteer

•

Volunteer to run a kids’ club for years

•

Was a substitute teacher for COD for several years

DEMOGRAPHICS

School Affiliation
College Heights ECLC
Clairemont ES
Glennwood ES
Oakhurst ES
Winnona Park ES
Westchester ES
4/5 Academy at 5th Avenue
Renfroe MS
Decatur HS
None

Did you respond to the
first Boundary Survey?
Yes
241
No
98

Parental / Guardian / Student Status
Parent/guardian of a child birth to Pre‐K
Parent/guardian of a kindergarten student
Parent/guardian of a 1st grade student
Parent/guardian of a 2nd grade student
Parent/guardian of a 3rd grade student
Parent/guardian of a 4th grade student
Parent/guardian of a 5th grade student
Parent/guardian of a 6th thru 12th gradestudent
Parent/guardian of a private /parochial/homeschool student
Parent/guardian of a former student orgraduate
Grandparent of a student or graduate
Current / Former student
I do not have children in the District
Community member
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161
74
89
66
59
34
24
49
3
7
2
4
8
28

70
78
25
48
82
41
74
44
26
38

